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Recently, Information-Centric Networking (ICN) has been extensively studied by
networking researchers as a future network architecture to realize a content-centric
network. Two promising ICN network architectures are CCN (Content-Centric Net-
work) and NDN (Named Data Networking). In CCN and NDN, when a router re-
ceives multiple Interest packets requesting the identical content, it can aggregate
those packets into a single Interest packet in order to reduce the amount of redun-
dant Interest and Data packet transmission. To the best of our knowledge, the major-
ity of researches focus on layer-3 (i.e., network layer) performance of Interest packet
aggregation although the behaviors of upper-layers (e.g., transport and application
layers) may affect the effectiveness of Interest packet aggregation at routers. In this
thesis, we therefore investigate the potential of Interest packet aggregation at routers
taking account of the behaviors of transport and application layers. Specifically,
we propose two mechanisms called Probabilistic Interest Packet Aggregation (PIPA)
and Delayed Packet Forwarding (DPF), which improves the performance of Interest
packet aggregation. Our performance analysis reveals that, by appropriately aggre-
gating Interest packets at a router using PIPA, the average chunk delivery delay can
be reduced by approximately 15% compared with the case without PIPA. Also, by
introducing DPF at a router, the throughput can be improved by approximately 12%
when the buffer size of application running on the repository is small.
